MOTIONS

MOTION #1: ADOPTED

Adopt the current versions of USDA SOPs as a model with summary of adaptations to be provided later.

MOTION #2: ADOPTED

2a. Establish a two-sample requirement for sampling unless otherwise specified by the client. Labs will use a random process to match samples with tests.
2b. Each sample must individually meet the WSLCB sampling requirements ([WAC 315-55-101]).
2c. Certified labs must reject samples that do not meet sample requirements.

MOTION #3: ADOPTED

This motion would adopt a requirement that samples must be tested on an as/is, as/received basis and would remove American Herbal Pharmacopeia from references in [WAC 314-55].

MOTION #4: ADOPTED

Certified labs are required to use a QA officer who should be a separate position that would not conduct testing on client or PT samples.
MOTION #5: ADOPTED

5a. Revise all action levels to have two significant figures.
5b. Update pesticides that have two or more components to explicitly list the components including, but not limited to: abamectin, spinosad, and pyrethrins.